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Abstract— Evaluation of novel devices in the context of circuits
is crucial to identifying and maximizing their value. We propose a
new framework, Pareto optimization-based circuit-level evaluator
for emerging device (PROCEED), that uses comprehensive
performance, power, and area metrics for accurate device-circuit
coevaluation through optimization of digital circuit benchmarks.
The PROCEED assesses technology suitability over a wide
operating region (megahertz to gigahertz) by leveraging available
circuit knobs (threshold voltage assignment, power management,
sizing, and so on). It improves the benchmark accuracy by
3× to 115× compared with the existing methods while offering
orders of magnitude improvements in runtime over full physical
design implementation flows. To illustrate the PROCEED’s
capabilities, we deploy it to assess emerging technologies,
including novel tunneling field-effect transistors, compared with
conventional silicon CMOS. As a further illustration, we extend
PROCEED to evaluate future heterogeneous integration of
varied devices onto the same silicon substrate.

Index Terms— Circuit-level device evaluation, Pareto
optimization, silicon-on-insulator (SOI), simulation-based
optimization, tunneling field-effect transistor (TFET).

I. INTRODUCTION

AS TRADITIONAL silicon devices approach their
fundamental scaling limits, it is important to explore

additions or alternatives to CMOS. To do so, emerging devices
must be assessed within the context of the circuits they might
be used to build. Many technology-benchmarking methods
have been proposed to meet this need [1]–[16]; as sum-
marized in Table I, all these methods neglect a number of
essential circuit features, any one of which can dramatically
alter the results. Because of their variety and complexity,
modern devices and circuit designs must be carefully chosen to
complement each other before assessing viability; this requires
a level of flexibility in the benchmarking process that has not
existed until now.

Device-circuit assessments must consider several factors to
draw realistic conclusions. First of all, any effective power
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and delay evaluation of modern circuits should cover several
orders of magnitude, since their operating frequencies range
from kilohertz to gigahertz. Second, chip area, ignored in
all current evaluation methods, should be simultaneously
considered because of its impact on manufacturing cost and
interconnect length. Third, the crucial tuning knobs, such
as logic gate sizing and supply voltage (Vdd) or threshold
voltage (Vt) selection, must be optimized for proper use
of a particular circuit. Fourth, since circuit performance
depends critically on the device operating point, benchmarks
should consider the full device current–voltage (I–V )
characteristics rather than only simplified metrics such as
saturation current (ION) or OFF-state leakage (IOFF). Fifth, a
given device may not be suitable for all circuit architectures
because of variations in logic depth histogram (LDH) patterns,
and logical or physical structure. Sixth, as technologies scale
down, device variability due to ambient process fluctuations
becomes ever more important and impacts circuit viability.
Seventh, the benefits to circuit designs of cooperatively using
several device types through heterogeneous integration (HGI)
are strongly dependent on the design adaptability and circuit
topology, which must be considered in any assessment. All the
aforementioned complexities would mandate a complete
circuit design flow for performance evaluation, which is
nevertheless impractically time-consuming. Therefore, an
alternative evaluation method must be developed that accounts
for the above factors with reasonable computational run time.

In this paper, we propose a new device evaluation frame-
work, called Pareto optimization-based circuit-level evaluator
for emerging devices (PROCEEDs), for fully circuit-aware
benchmarking [17]. It incorporates typical circuit design flow
flexibilities and tunes physically adjustable device and circuit
parameters to generate realistic conclusions about the overall
performance. PROCEED remedies the flaws enumerated above
in the following ways.

1) It uses Pareto curves to analyze power-delay (PD),
area-power, and area-delay (AD) tradeoffs over a
practically wide range of power or performance. The
corresponding output circuit benchmark metrics are
design power (including dynamic and leakage power),
minimum working clock period (equal to the critical
delay), and design area (total area for all gates).

2) It allows for a range of logic gate sizes, multiple and
adjustable Vt , and one or multiple Vdd to be used in the
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF VARIABLES CONSIDERED IN BENCHMARK METHODOLOGIES IN THE LITERATURE

evaluation circuit benchmarks, in accord with realistic
designs.

3) It utilizes compact or lookup table-based full device
models to properly account for device operation at each
bias.

4) To assess circuit topology, it considers the full chip
characteristics, including LDH, interconnect loads,
activity factor (i.e., average gate toggle rate), and
average fan-out. It also realistically models interconnect
loads as functions of gate size, rather than treating them
as constants.

5) It analyzes the circuit impact due to device variability,
e.g., random dopant fluctuation, and parasitic voltage
drops by calculating delay for logic gates evaluated at
different variation corners.

6) For computational efficiency, it adopts scalable Pareto
optimization techniques.

7) It models power gating and dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS) to assess power management
and scaling.

8) To explore the benefits of HGI of emerging technologies,
it allows evaluation of digital circuits built with multiple
types of devices onto the same chip.

In this paper, we introduce the PROCEED framework
and demonstrate its efficacy by using it to evaluate several
technology options, including: 1) traditional silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) devices; 2) novel tunneling FETs (TFETs);
and 3) HGI combinations of these devices. TFET is a new
device concept capable of steep subthreshold switching and is
therefore drawing intense interest for highly energy-efficient
operation [19]. Previous works have investigated TFETs at

the circuit and architecture levels, relying on simulated device
characteristics to show that it is potentially more power effi-
cient than CMOS in low-power applications [13]–[16]. In this
paper, we use TFETs as a vehicle to perform a microprocessor-
level study by comparing experimental Si TFETs with
benchmark SOI technologies and elucidate their respective
strengths and disadvantages. We outline the methodology
behind PROCEED in Section II, and explain details of the
Pareto optimization procedure in Section III. We present the
results of our PROCEED study on TFET and SOI devices
in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF PROCEED FRAMEWORK

As shown in Fig. 1, typical inputs to PROCEED include
interconnect information, such as average wire resistance (R)
and capacitance (C) and chip size, circuit benchmark design
(i.e., design LDH and average fan-out), variability (through
Vdd drops, Vt shifts, and so on), full device I–V models, and
operating activity, as well as optional constraints on Vdd, Vt ,
chip area, and the ratio of average to peak throughput
(i.e., clock cycles per second). Simulation blocks with inter-
connect loads are generated for canonical circuit construction
through a feedback process using input from the Pareto
optimizer (through tuning parameters like Vdd, Vt , and gate
sizes). Optimized results are generated in the form of the
PD Pareto curve. Finally, the power management analysis,
including DVFS and power gating, is performed using this
Pareto curve. In its present implementation, the PROCEED can
evaluate an arbitrary logic device candidate as long as it does
not cause a dramatic change in circuit topology. For instance,
the multistate logic devices fall outside PROCEED’s current
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Fig. 1. Overview of PROCEED framework.

Fig. 2. Typical logic path depth distribution and logic path delay extracted
from a synthesized CortexM0.

scope because of the unconventional circuit architectures in
which they operate.

A. Canonical Circuit Construction

A complete and exact optimization is an impossible job
for large digital circuits. Since the goal of PROCEED is to
predict the best performance and power tradeoffs for emerg-
ing devices, detailed circuit design is not our target and it
contributes little to evaluation. We therefore use only essential
design information to maximize performance and determine
the optimal Vdd, Vt , and gate sizes for a given power-
consumption limit. Typical circuit designs contain both short
and long logic paths with the path delay roughly proportional
to the logic depth, as shown in Fig. 2, for a CortexM0 design.
Hence, we derive the LDH by extracting endpoint slacks from
benchmark designs and estimating logic paths.

In Fig. 3, we show an example of the simulation blocks used
to construct a specific circuit. For simplicity, we first divide

Fig. 3. (a) Example of simulation block allocation in PROCEED based on
logic depth. (b) Circuit schematic used for simulation and optimization.

logic paths into n bins based on logic depth; in Fig. 3(a), for
instance, n = 5. A larger number of bins improve accuracy
at the expense of computation time. Each bin is modeled by
corresponding simulation blocks Si [S1–S5 in Fig. 3(a)], which
are in turn made of i gate stages. We use the gate design for
Si to construct logic paths belonging to a given bin i .

The LDH is divided in such a way that the longest path in
each bin has the same delay if all these blocks have the same
delay. Fig. 3 shows an example of this with five evenly spaced
bins for logic paths from one to twenty stages such that the first
bin contains one to four stage paths, the second holds paths
with five to eight stages, and so forth. The delay weight WD is
the number of copies of Si needed to construct the longest path
in bin i (WD = 4 in Fig. 3). The logic gate and interconnect
used for a single stage in the simulation blocks is shown
in Fig. 3(b). The gate can be NAND, NOR, or something more
complicated like XNOR, depending on the average number of
transistors per gate in the chosen benchmark. The gate choice
can also differ from bin to bin, though in the examples in this
paper, we use NAND gates for all bins. An inverter or buffer is
inserted after the gate to drive the fan-out (which is a replica
of the chosen gate sized to the average fan-out) as well as
interconnects, which are represented by the RC elements.

B. Delay and Power Modeling

Delay, power, and area are the three most important gross
metrics in the design of digital circuits, but usage constraints
lead to tradeoffs between them that must be balanced to
maximize the overall efficiency of the design. Hence, we use
them as evaluation metrics in PROCEED. As described in the
beginning of Section II-A, the circuit benchmarks are mapped
to canonical circuits that are used to estimate these metrics
without time-consuming large-scale simulations. The delay
and power of the canonical circuits are extracted from SPICE
simulations, which are then scaled, summed, and minimized
to obtain the corresponding values for the given benchmark.
We have verified that the values predicted by this method agree
well with those calculated using commercial synthesis tools
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Fig. 4. (a) NAND gate. Schematic and layouts for (b) CMOS and (c) TFET.

(as described in Section IV-A), demonstrating PROCEED’s
accurate reproduction of realistic circuit behavior.

C. Area Modeling

The area of the gates used in canonical circuit constructions
is simulated using UCLADRE1 [18], where they are mini-
mized in accordance with input design rules and gate netlists.

Unlike traditional CMOS devices, which have interchange-
able source and drain, some emerging technologies such as
TFETs [19]–[21], have asymmetric structures where current
can only flow in one direction. This asymmetry prohibits
stacking of transistors by sharing the source and drain.
Fig. 4(a) shows a NAND gate logic schematic, where adjacent
transistors share a source/drain at node n1. Fig. 4(b) stacks
two nMOS devices to create a compact layout for traditional
CMOS technology. However, due to the source/drain
asymmetry, a TFET layout for the same circuit must split
the stack, leading to additional area overhead, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). To account for this effect, we modify UCLADRE
such that it generates area-optimal TFET layouts for any input
circuit netlist. The cell area of CMOS-based and TFET-based
NAND gate as a function of gate width is shown in Fig. 5.
The additional area overhead of TFET is clearly significant.

Design rules can differ depending on the technology; for
instance, for nanotransfer HGI, the additional separations
between p-wells and n-wells may be needed to eliminate
overlay errors depending on the material choices for NFETs
and PFETs [22]. Similarly, two devices with different design
rules will result in different areas even if they are sized to the
same gate width and length. For technology evaluations, we
calibrate the design rules, sweep gate width in UCLADRE,
and fit linear models of gate area to the simulation results.
An example of the model’s accuracy is shown in Fig. 6(a).
The chip area is calculated using the following procedure:
1) the area of gates in each bin is obtained from the fitted
area model; 2) the chip area is calculated as the weighted sum

1Freely available for download at http://nanocad.ee.ucla.edu/pub/Main/
DownloadForm/PROCEED.tar.g

Fig. 5. Cell area of CMOS-based and TFET-based NAND gates as a function
of gate width.

of gate areas in all bins; and 3) the weights are decided during
canonical circuit construction stage.

D. Process Variation and Voltage Drop

As devices scale to ever smaller technology nodes, the
device variations due to process and ambient variations are
becoming more important and should not be neglected in
PD evaluation. In circuit design, the slow corner devices are
commonly used to estimate the upper bound on minimum
working clock period (critical delay) and create a safe design
with sufficient delay margin. We define the slow corner as
a device with reduced effective Vdd and increased Vt due
to variability and parasitic effects, and the corresponding
voltage shifts are inputted into PROCEED. Separate models
for additional variability effects may be incorporated as
needed. During circuit optimization, the worst case scenario
is considered by calculating delay using the slow corner
device and power using the normal device. An illustration
of how this may affect the operating point of real devices is
given for TFETs and SOI MOSFETs in Section IV-G.
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Fig. 6. (a) Cell area and (b) interconnect load as a function of transistor
width. In (b), transistor width is the same in inverter and NAND gate.

E. Interconnect Load

We model interconnect loads using a series RC circuit.
We assume R and C are linear with interconnect length, so
the load will be proportional to the square root of the chip
area [23], and can be dynamically changed based on average
gate width. Fig. 6(b) shows an example of interconnect load
as a function of transistor width, using a combined NAND

and INV cell to estimate the cell area. The average RC
and extracted gate width are then fed into PROCEED. Even
simple considerations of interconnect load will strongly impact
the overall evaluation results. In general, gates using devices
with low driving ability need to be sized up to achieve the
same performance as those with high driving ability. This
increases the area of the chip as well as the interconnect loads,
which exacerbates the drive demands and requires further
gate sizing. The PROCEED correctly describes such cases,
as quantitatively demonstrated in Section IV-C.

F. Pareto-Based Optimization

Following canonical circuit construction, all logic paths are
replaced by simulation blocks (Si ) which will be optimized.

Fig. 7. Model fitting for simulation block’s delay and power as a function
of Vdd.

However, these blocks cannot be optimized separately because
they usually share a common Vdd and Vt , complicating the
procedure. As a result, we use a modified form of a
general simulation-based Pareto technique to perform the
optimization [24], as discussed in more detail in Section III.
The simulation target is regarded as a black box with two
optimization objectives: any two of the design area, power,
and critical delay (minimum working clock period).

G. Power Management Modeling

Current technologies usually allow circuits to operate in at
least three modes: 1) normal; 2) power saving; and 3) sleep
mode. Previous evaluation works consider only the normal
mode, where devices continuously work at peak performance.
PROCEED allows devices to also operate at a second, lower
supply Vdd2 (DVFS) as well as in the OFF-state (power gating).
This allows us to evaluate device PD scalability as a function
of Vdd, an important circuit feature which, to the best of our
knowledge, has been ignored in all previous evaluations.

The ratio of average to peak throughput is another input
for PROCEED. To study power management, we choose all
designs from the generated Pareto points, which achieve the
lowest power and peak throughput. From this, the optimizer
selects the best choice for the second power rail and divides
the time spent operating at high Vdd1 (i.e., the original supply)
and the new lower Vdd2. This is done as follows. Starting
from the optimized design (with maximized peak throughput),
we carry out circuit simulations by sweeping voltages lower
than the original Vdd1. The original design may even have
multiple Vdd, in which case different blocks can use different
Vdd2 values. Delay and power models for every simulation
block Si as functions of Vdd are constructed using polynomial
functions, as in Fig. 7

DSi(V ) =
5∑

j=−2

ai, j V i , PSi(V ) =
5∑

j=−1

bi, j V i . (1)

We have tested and found this model to be sufficiently
accurate; for instance, in our experiments presented
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in Section IV-F, the relative error of the polynomial
fittings is <2%. We then optimize for the weighted power
sum f1 P1 + f2 P2, subject to

D2 >=WD DSi(Vi2), P2 >=
n∑

i=1

WPi PSi(Vi2), i =1, 2, . . . , n

f1 · 1/D1 + f2 · 1/D2 >= TAve, 0 ≤ f1 + f2 ≤ 1. (2)

Here, D1,2 and P1,2 are the design delay and power using
Vdd1,2, WD and WP are the delay and power weights mapping
from simulation blocks to the design, and f1 and f2 are the
fractions of time spent operating with Vdd1 and Vdd2, with any
remaining time assumed to be spent in the OFF-state. Typically,
this step is not a feasible convex optimization problem;
however, using the fitted model of (1), an enumeration
approach can solve this problem very efficiently with
acceptable accuracy. In Section IV-F, we give an example of
how PROCEED’s power management capabilities are applied
in practice.

H. Activity Factor

Activity varies widely with application. In embedded
sensing, for instance, factors <1% are observed in car-park
management [25], while those for systems like VigilNet
exceed 50% [26]. Activity factor can, therefore, dramatically
change the evaluation results and is included as an input
to PROCEED. In circuit simulations, the dynamic and
leakage power are separately extracted and the total power
is equal to their weighted sum. From this, the circuit can be
optimized for a known activity factor. This can be of primary
importance in determining the usability of a given device, as
we experimentally show in Section IV-E.

I. Multiple Vdd and Vt

In modern circuit designs, the multiple Vdd and Vt values
are used, as shown in Section IV-B. In our scheme, transistors
in each simulation block Si must be assigned the same
voltages, so to optimize a design with integer m different
Vdd or Vt biases, the number of simulation blocks must be
greater than m. In addition, our optimization is an iterative
process whereby Pareto points are updated and improved based
on previous iterations. Therefore, if the same Vdd or Vt is
shared by multiple simulation blocks, this assignment cannot
be changed during the optimization. A full optimization for
multiple Vdd and Vt is implemented by considering designs
with all sets of reasonable voltage assignments in parallel.
For example, if we have five simulation blocks S1–S5 and
two available Vt , then for i from 1 to 4, blocks S1 to Si use
the high Vt and Si+1 to S5 use the low Vt . This comprises the
set of useful voltage assignments, since simulation blocks with
longer logic paths require higher performance (i.e., lower Vt ).

J. Heterogeneous Integration

Every emerging device has its own characteristic
advantages, such as steep subthreshold slope for TFETs
and high mobility and ON-current for III–V or CNT FETs.
However, any one of these devices cannot fulfill all the

Fig. 8. Optimizer overview. Adaptive weight is chosen by slope of existing
fronts. Based on starting point, metamodeling is built and gradient descent
is used to find potential points. Simulate potential points to get new Pareto
points.

disparate requirements of the various macros in the future
circuit applications. HGI combines several types of devices
onto a single chip to maximize performance at the expense
of cost and area penalties [22]. In PROCEED, we use a
quick way to explore the benefits brought by this technology.
In general, the slow and low-power devices are useful for
nontiming critical macros, while high-performance devices
are suitable for high-speed macros. Furthermore, within single
circuit blocks, the critical and noncritical paths can be built
using different types of devices. In PROCEED, the models for
all HGI devices are inputted and the delay and power of logic
paths built using different devices are modeled accordingly.
Since these devices operate in the same circuit and affect the
overall performance, the PROCEED optimizes the HGI gates
in a concurrent fashion. Since different devices are apportioned
among the available logic path bins, the granularity of
HGI optimization results in this approach is set by the
number of bins considered. PROCEED, therefore, allows
us rapidly evaluate combinations of multiple technologies
over a wide range of delay, power, and area requirements.
As an example of this, we evaluate the potential of circuits
implemented using TFET and SOI HGI in Section IV-H.

III. PARETO OPTIMIZATION

PROCEED can simultaneously optimize any two metrics
out of delay, power, and area, while the third is treated as a
constraint; for instance, we can perform a Pareto optimiza-
tion of delay and power with a maximum area constraint.
As described in Section II-B, the chosen area model is linear
in gate width and hence easier to optimize than delay and
power. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we will
describe in detail the Pareto optimization of delay and power
with constrained area. Fig. 8 shows an overview of our Pareto
optimization process. PROCEED treats circuit simulations as
a black box and uses models to optimize tuning parameters
based on the simulation results. Gradient descent is utilized to
find minimal objectives in the trust region. Final simulations
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are performed on designs outputted by the model-based opti-
mization. The vector of tuning parameters X for optimization
is represented as

X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) = ( y1, y2, . . . , yn)

yi = (Vdd,i , Vt,i , Wi1, Wi2, . . . , Wi,2i ), i = 1, . . . , n (3)

where x j are the variables of X, yi are vectors of the tuning
parameter variables for simulation block Si , and Vdd,i , Vt,i ,
and Wij are the supply, the threshold voltages, and the sizes
of gates and inverters in each block Si , respectively. The
optimization entails the following steps.

A. Picking a Starting Point

Each iteration of the optimization process uses a starting
set of variables X0 around which to explore. For the first
iteration, any reasonable X0 may be inputted. The choice of
the initial point can affect runtime but not final accuracy, since
bad points will gradually be eliminated by the optimization
process and converge to the true answer. Subsequently, X0 is
determined from already existing Pareto points by computing
the Euclidean distance between all neighboring points in
delay-power coordinates, as shown in Fig. 8. The point with
the largest total distance from its two neighbors is chosen as
the starting point X0 since it lies in the sparse region, which
is usually suboptimal.

B. Building a Local Model Around X0

To accelerate the optimization process, the second-order
delay, and the power models are constructed based on the
simulation results. The delay and power models DSi and PSi
for each block Si are calculated separately and then combined
to obtain the model for the whole canonical circuit. Compared
with simultaneously calculating model parameters for all
blocks, this approach reduces the number of simulations, as
determined by the size of the Hessian matrix (proportional to
the number of variables squared). DSi and PSi are represented
by the gradient vector G and Hessian matrix H as

DSi( yi,0 + Δyi) = DSi,0 + GT
DiΔyi + 1

2
ΔyT

i HDiΔyi

PSi( yi,0 + Δyi) = PSi,0 + GT
PiΔyi + 1

2
ΔyT

i HPiΔyi. (4)

This second-order model is a local estimation near the starting
point. To guarantee validity, an adaptive trust region is applied,
as shown in Fig. 8, limiting the model range inside the region

X0 − λ(r) < X < X0 + λ(r) (5)

where r is the radius of this trust region and λ is the range
of the tuning parameters, and X is a linear function of r .

C. Model-Based Optimization

In this step, four metrics are used in optimization:
1) D; 2) P; 3) Wdl × D+Wpl × P; and 4) Wdr × D+Wpr × P .
Minimization of D and P yields the fastest and lowest power
designs in the local region, while the weighted sums of delay
and power are used to populate the phase space by finding

two Pareto points between the starting point and its neighbors.
The optimization also needs to satisfy the constraint from the
third metric (e.g., area in this case). Since the problem may
not be convex, gradient descent with the logarithmic barrier
method [27] is used to find these optimal points. The model’s
region of validity lies in the intersection of the trust region and
the inputted bounds for the tuning parameters. The objective
function is performed as follows:

Minimize WD D(X) + WP P(X)

−t

⎛
⎝

m∑
j=1

log |x j − x j,b| − log(−A(X) + Amax)

⎞
⎠

D(X) = D(X0) + GD(X0)
T (X − X0)

+ (X − X0)
T HD(X0)(X − X0)

P(X) = P(X0) + GP(X0)
T (X − X0)

+ (X − X0)
T HP(X0)(X − X0) (6)

where x j,b are the upper and the lower bounds for variable
x j , A(X) and Amax are the area model and the maximum area
constraint, respectively, and D(X) and P(X) are the delay and
power for the entire design, respectively. The weights for delay
and power are defined as follows:

Wdl(r) = (Pl(r) − P0)
/√

(Pl(r) − P0)2 + (Dl(r) − D0)2

Wpl(r) = (D0 − Dl(r))
/√

(Pl(r) − P0)2 + (Dl(r) − D0)2 (7)

where (D0, P0) is the starting point and (Dl , Pl) and (Dr , Pr )
are the left and right neighbor points, respectively. The solid
points in Fig. 8 are examples of such points. The direction
vectors (Wdl, Wpl) and (Wdr, Wpr) of the weighted sum of
objectives are calculated so as to be perpendicular to the
connecting lines between the starting point and its neighbors,
as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 8. The weights in the
weighted sum optimization are used to yield the two new
optimal points between the starting point and its neighbors.
D and P are given by

D(X) = WD · max((DS1( y1), DS2( y2), . . . , DSn( yn)))

P =
n∑

i=1

Wi · PSi (8)

where WD is the delay weight discussed in Section II-A
and Wi is the number of Si used in the canonical circuit
construction. Because the maximizing function does not have
a continuous derivative, we use higher order norms to estimate
the maximum, so the elements of gradient vector and
Hessian matrix for delay are derived as follows:

D(X) ≈ ‖D‖K , D = (DS1( y1),DS2( y2), . . . ,DSn( yn))

G D, j (X) = ∂ D(X)

∂x j
≈ ∂‖D‖K

∂x j

HD, j k(X) = ∂2 D(X)

∂x j∂xk
≈ ∂2‖D‖K

∂x j∂xk
(9)

where K is the order of the norm. Higher K results in
more accurate results (we use K = 100 in our simulations).
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Similarly, the elements of the gradient vector and Hessian
matrix for power are given as

G P, j = ∂ P(X)

∂x j
=

n∑
i=1

Wi · ∂ PSi( yi )

∂x j

HP, j k
∂2 P(X)

∂x j∂xk
=

n∑
i=1

Wi · ∂2 PSi( yi )

∂x j∂xk
. (10)

D. Addition of New Pareto Points

To correct for model errors, the circuit simulations are
performed to evaluate D and P for all remaining potential
Pareto points found by the optimization. In Fig. 8, this process
is illustrated by the shift of the hatched point to the dotted
circle. Finally, points not on the Pareto frontier (such that at
least one other point with both lower delay and power exists)
are filtered out.

E. Iteration Termination

For each iteration, when choosing the starting point for each
step, the radius of trust region around this point is decreased by
a factor of p(p > 1). Two termination conditions are applied.
The first condition is the existence of a sufficient Pareto point
density in the region of interest, defined by the largest gap
between any two neighboring points being smaller than a given
criterion. This condition is usually used for devices with wide
operating regions (i.e., suitable for both high-performance and
low-power applications). The second condition is the reduction
of the radius of trust region below a given criteria. This usually
occurs due to limitations on the device operating region or
device model discontinuities.

The PROCEED runtime is of the order O (r × m2)+ O(r),
where r is the resolution constraint (number of points in a
unit Pareto curve), m is the total number of tuning parameters,
O (r × m2) is the complexity of the simulations for gradient
and Hessian matrix calculation, and O(r) is the complexity
of simulating potential Pareto points. In our experiments,
runtimes are mainly dominated by the resolution constraint;
however, for large m, the O (r ×m2) term will dominate. The
average PROCEED runtime to generate a full Pareto curve
over three orders of magnitude in performance is ∼4 h on a
single CPU. We use MATLAB in the optimization process and
HSPICE for circuit simulations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate PROCEED’s capabilities, we use it to assess
SOI and silicon TFET devices at the 45-nm node and compare
the evaluation results with existing methods. Because of their
interband tunneling conduction principle, TFETs are capable
of very low leakage and extremely steep subthreshold swing,
making them well-suited for low-voltage operation [19].
Currently, however, nonidealities in experimental devices and
low ON-current limit their performance. We examine the via-
bility of currently achievable TFETs using a device compact
model [28], [29] calibrated against TCAD simulations and
experimental SOI devices [30]. While this does not repre-
sent the best possible TFET, which may require a different

Fig. 9. Pareto curves for delay and power as evaluated using a commercial
synthesis tool, Model [4], and PROCEED. Vdd and Vt are constants and only
gate size is a variable.

channel material or device structure, it have the advantages
of being experimentally validated and structurally comparable
with conventional SOI devices and represents a realistic lower
bound.

For these reasons, we emphasize that our results do not
constitute a final judgment on the viability or lack thereof
of TFETs in future circuits; rather, they represent both a
starting point from which to consider possible uses for
present experimental (rather than projected) TFETs as well as
a platform to demonstrate PROCEED’s unique capabilities.
Traditional technologies are represented by 45-nm
SOI MOSFETs modeled using commercial characteristics
and compact model. Unless otherwise specified, all circuit
results are generated with one Vdd and two Vt . To easily
compare devices, we will frequently refer to the Pareto
crossover, defined as the (minimum working) clock period
(critical delay) above which the optimized novel device
(here, the TFET) consumes less power than the established
technology (SOI); lower Pareto crossover means the novel
device is more promising for a given case since it has a wider
operating range over which it is superior.

A. Framework Evaluation

To validate the PROCEED framework, we use the widely
employed evaluation model of [4] (hereafter Model [4]), and
a commercial synthesis tool to evaluate the PD Pareto curve
for a CortexM0 microprocessor with a commercial 45-nm
SOI library and model. The information needed for PROCEED
and Model [4] (LDH, average fan-out, and interconnect load)
is extracted from a synthesized, placed, and routed netlist at a
minimum working clock period of 933 ps. Only single constant
values of Vdd and Vt are used, as Model [4] does not support
multiple voltages and the commercial library has only constant
Vdd and Vt .

As shown in Fig. 9, the PROCEED predictions are in
much better agreement with the comprehensive optimized
results from the register-transfer level (RTL) compiler com-
pared with Model [4], which is frequently used for device
evaluation [2], [3]. The operating range for comparison is
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chosen by the synthesis results with the commercial library
using one Vdd and Vt . We note that using the compiler
for evaluation purposes is completely impracticable, since
extracting a Pareto curve from kilohertz to gigahertz clock
frequencies necessitates libraries with Vdd and Vt varying from
0.5 to 1.2 V and 0.1 to 0.5 V, respectively. However, the
generation and optimization of these libraries would consume
months of runtime, whereas we completed the same study
in hours using PROCEED. Meanwhile, the computationally
simple Model [4] takes seconds to complete such Pareto
curves but grossly overestimates power for two reasons: 1) the
neglect of LDH in assuming all gates have the same (large)
size used for the critical path and 2) the use of analytical
PD models rather than circuit simulations using full device
characteristics. The dotted line is the Pareto curve generated
by PROCEED while neglecting LDH, illustrating the accuracy
improvement contributed by the two aforementioned points.
We further note that Model [4] cannot account for adaptability,
variability, or multiple Vdd and Vt effects. By benchmarking
to the RTL results in Fig. 9, we observe PROCEED improves
accuracy by 3× to 115× compared with the current standard
Model [4].

B. Impact of Multiple Vdd , Vt , and Gate Sizing

Additional tuning parameters create a larger design space
for design optimization, as shown in Fig. 10, for a 45-nm
SOI CortexM0 topology. As more LDH bin divisions are
introduced, power is increasingly optimized because of a
greater range of gate sizes from which to construct the
design. Similarly, the introduction of additional Vdd rails and
Vt substantially improves power consumption, although the
results do not account for the overhead of the voltage shifter
used in multiple Vdd design. Finer bin division in the LDH
also leads to a better optimized DA curve. In PROCEED,
the number of Vdd’s and Vt ’s does not impact the DA Pareto
curve because they are not associated with area calculation,
so they automatically converge to their limiting values to
achieve the highest possible performance during area and
delay co-optimization. Overall, we observe that the evaluated
optimal power at a given minimum working clock period
may change by over 50% as gate size tuning and multiple
Vdd and Vt are introduced, demonstrating the necessity of
including these effects in any quantitative comparison.

C. Impact of Interconnect Load

As described in Section II-E, the PROCEED considers
interconnect as a function of gate sizes. Large gates result
in large chip area and high interconnect load. For instance,
when all gates in a design are sized 1× larger, the delay
on interconnect improves less than 1× because interconnect
load increases with upsizing gate. The impact of interconnect
loads is observed in Fig. 11. We compare the area-minimum
working clock period tradeoff for the CortexM0 utilizing
TFETs with and without the size-scaled interconnect model.
Without such model, the interconnect load is set to a constant
value independent of gate size, such that sizing leads to an
exactly proportional free performance boost. We observe that

Fig. 10. 45-nm SOI CortexM0 (a) power-minimum working clock period and
(b) area-minimum working clock period as tuning parameters are increased.

Fig. 11. 45-nm TFET and boosted TFET (3× current) Pareto curves of
delay and chip area for the CortexM0 design. Red curves: results using a
hypothetical TFET with 3× current boost.

as the minimum working clock period reduces, the longer
interconnects necessitated by gate sizing substantially increase
the total area and the assumption of constant interconnect load
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leads to major inaccuracies. For instance, at a 50-ns minimum
working clock period, using the gate size-scaled interconnect
model increases total area by 50%.

Since TFETs often suffer from low drive currents and the
interconnect model has a larger impact for high-performance
operation, we also performed the area and delay optimization
using a hypothetical device with 3× larger current than
the experimental TFETs we have been considering [30].
Note that this and even larger performance boosts should
be possible through various device improvements, such as
channel material choice, doping profile, and geometry. The
benefits of larger current are greater when size scaling of
interconnects is considered. The wider shift from 1× to 3×
happens on curves using the interconnect model (which boosts
the performance by more than 3× on average) compared
with the constant load cases (where current boost simply
reduces the delay by the same 3× factor). This is because the
reduced gate sizing of the boosted TFET required to reach
a given delay also reduces interconnect lengths. A consistent
interconnect model that scales consistently with gate sizing
can dramatically change chip area and is, therefore, crucial
for evaluating the overall impact of different technologies.

D. Impact of Benchmarks on Evaluation—SOI Versus TFET

To show the impact of benchmark selection, we compare the
performance of two microprocessors, CortexM0 and micro-
controller (MIPS), using SOI and TFET devices and two Vdd’s
and two Vt ’s. We choose these benchmarks because, as shown
in Fig. 12(a), they have a similar number of critical path stages
(56 in CortexM0 versus 62 in MIPS) and total gates (8990
versus 9248), but the CortexM0 has a more evenly distributed
LDH. The power consumption in MIPS is dominated by
short paths, which means it will be more accommodating of
slow devices compared with the CortexM0. Accordingly, in
Fig. 12(b), both SOI and TFET achieve better power efficiency
in MIPS designs, because the second Vdd and Vt can be
optimized to save power along the short paths. The crossover
points, where the Pareto curves for different devices intersect
define their advantageous operating regions; a device changes
from being less power efficient on one side of the crossover to
being more efficient on the other side. If multiple crossovers
are found, then the Pareto curve can be divided into several
regions (high performance, low power, and so on) such that in
each one, there is only a single crossover point. This allows us
to demarcate the (possibly multiple) favorable operating ranges
for each device. The Pareto crossover occurs at 90 and 118 ns
for MIPS and CortexM0, respectively, showing that TFETs
are more acceptable for applications like MIPS, which tolerate
slower devices. However, for practical applications, the drive
currents for Si TFETs must be increased to reduce sizing and
save more dynamic power at high clock rates. As previously
mentioned, this may be achieved in practice through a variety
of TFET optimization pathways. In Fig. 12(c), SOI beats the
existing Si TFETs in area and minimum working clock period
curves by a wide margin, with no crossover points.

Again, for both SOI and TFETs, better area efficiency
is observed in the high-performance regime for MIPS on

Fig. 12. (a) LDH of MIPS and CortexM0. (b) Power and delay curves
and (c) area and delay curves for MIPS and CortexM0 designed with TFET
and SOI, respectively. Activity is 1% and one Vdd, one Vt and two bins are
applied.

account of the concentration of short paths in its LDH. In the
low-performance region, all gates are relatively small, so
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Fig. 13. Activity impact on 45-nm SOI and TFET CortexM0’s
power-minimum working clock period.

MIPS uses more area than CortexM0 on account of its larger
number of gates. By contrast, CortexM0, which contains
fewer gates, occupies bigger areas for high performance due
to the fact that the longer logic paths in its LDH require
larger gates. Previous evaluations, like those in Table I, which
ignore LDH, are not able to distinguish between benchmarks
in this way. These results show how the choice of circuit
topology strongly impacts the suitability of emerging devices.

E. Impact of Activity Factor—SOI Versus TFET

We next examine how activity factor affects SOI- and
TFET-based CortexM0 processors in Fig. 13. As activity
reduces from 100% to 1%, TFET circuit power scales in
lockstep by 94.1× due to low device leakage. However,
the corresponding SOI designs only see power reduction of
9.4× because of its higher OFF-current. We see that TFETs
change from being completely impracticable at 100% activity
to being superior to SOI beyond the 110-ns minimum working
clock period point at 1% activity; thus activity factor, and
hence system use contexts, can drastically alter the device
evaluation and must be considered.

F. Power Management Modeling

The results of the previous sections make clear that there
is no panacea device and that device-circuit evaluation must
be done with specific applications and operating windows
in mind. DVFS and power gating are crucial ingredients
for such usage-mindful evaluation. In Fig. 14, we show
PROCEED-generated Pareto curves at different ratios of aver-
age to peak throughputs for SOI and TFET CortexM0 using
DVFS and power gating. Power is reduced by operating at the
lower supply rail or turned OFF by power gating; the achiev-
able power reduction differs with device and operating region.
The peak throughput crossover point for TFETs shifts from
9.1- to 18.4-M operations per second as the ratio of average
to peak throughput reduces from 100% to 10%; the relative
performance of TFETs effectively doubles as throughput

Fig. 14. 45-nm SOI and TFET CortexM0 microprocessors with power
management. The ratios of average to peak throughput are 10%, 20%, 50%,
and 100%. Curves with ratios of 100% are designs outputted from Pareto
optimizer.

requirements become less aggressive, emphasizing the
importance of incorporating power management into device
benchmarking.

G. Variation-Aware Evaluation

To illustrate how variability might impact conclusions drawn
using nominal devices, we show in Fig. 15 how the SOI and
TFET Pareto curves are changed when slow corner devices
are used. We define the slow corner as a device with 5%
effective voltage reduction and 50 mV Vt shift; total power is
simulated using the nominal device, while delay is evaluated
with the slow corner. We observe in Fig. 15(a) that the TFET
is more vulnerable to variability effects than SOI, as the Pareto
crossover of minimum working clock period is shifted from
110 to 205 ns when variation is considered. In Fig. 15(b),
the area and minimum working clock period curve in the
presence of variability is shifted more for TFETs compared
with SOI. This is due to the TFET’s steep subthreshold swing
and its low-operating voltage, leading a high sensitivity of
drive current to voltage [31], [32]. This suggests that the
TFETs need to show substantial nominal device advantages
in order to buffer this sensitivity and demonstrates that even
a simple consideration of variability is important in device
evaluation and selection.

H. Heterogeneous Integration Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate three types of technologies:
1) integrated circuits using SOI only; 2) integrated circuits
using TFET only; and 3) integrated circuits using HGI of both
SOI and TFET. From the previous results, the low leakage
of TFETs makes them suitable for circuits with low activity
or LDH dominated by short paths. HGI offers the chance to
merge the strengths of TFETs with the higher performance of
SOI to maximize their benefits. TFET is used to build gates in
short logic paths, which can save more leakage power without
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Fig. 15. Variation-aware (a) PD and (b) AD evaluations of 45-nm technolo-
gies. Assumed voltage drop is 90%, and Vt shift is 50 mV.

sacrificing performance, because minimum working clock
period is decided by long paths where SOI is applied. The
optimal DP curves for these three technologies are compared
in Fig. 16(a). Fig. 16(b) shows the corresponding design area
and delay for the DP optimized designs for each technology,
assuming 45-nm MIPS. Owing to accuracy constraints of
the SPICE simulation tool, HGI is evaluated in PROCEED
using four bins (which are divided and assigned to either
TFET or SOI). In MIPS, the gates are mostly distributed along
short paths, where devices are mainly idle and leakage power
is more significant. The much lower leakage of TFETs gives
them a big advantage when designing slow gates, while their
performance constraints (due to low current) are mitigated
using SOI for gates along critical paths.

Accordingly, we see in Fig. 16(a) that HGI outperforms
non-HGI circuits between the minimum working clock periods
of 20 and 200 ns. In this intermediate region, the respective
advantages of TFET and SOI can be combined to give
significantly better overall performance. In the (leftmost)
high-performance region, the high drive capabilities of SOI

Fig. 16. (a) PD optimization for 45-nm HGI and non-HGI MIPS and
(b) its corresponding design area. The fluctuations in the latter arise because
the optimization is carried out for power and delay, not design area. Two sets
of Vdd and Vt are adjusted during optimization, one for SOI devices and the
other for TFETs.

dominate circuit operation, such that the optimized HGI
designs converge toward the all-SOI counterparts. Similarly,
the low leakage of TFETs brings the most benefit for very
slow designs lying to the right of the DP curve, so that the
HGI incorporation of SOI brings negligible benefits. We note
that the finite number of bins in our study discretizes the usage
of different devices in our HGI designs, limiting the resolution
of the latter. For this reason, the HGI results merge with those
of non-HGI circuits in the high- and low-performance limits of
Fig. 16(a). If the LDH is divided into a larger, near continuous
number of bins, allowing for finer grained designs, the advan-
tages of HGI would become manifest for all operating regions
because any small design improvements due to incremental
TFET or SOI usage can be evaluated. However, our four bin
results and the intuitive arguments above suggest that only
small improvements in the very high- and low-performance
regimes would come from HGI for the particular devices
under study. Moreover, any performance improvements must
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be weighed against the accompanying fabrication costs of the
more complicated HGI process flow, such that the substantial
performance enhancements are necessary to justify HGI in
practice.

Although we observe obvious advantages for HGI during
delay and power optimization, the tradeoff becomes more
complicated if the design area is also considered. The areas
corresponding to the designs in Fig. 16(a) are shown in
Fig. 16(b). We observe that compared with all-SOI designs,
HGI requires more area even when it consumes less power
at a given delay. This is because SOI devices have strong
driving current and can, therefore, be sized relatively smaller.
For the same reason, HGI designs require lesser area than all-
TFET designs by utilizing some proportion of the smaller SOI
gates. By contrast, for very long and short delay periods (corre-
sponding to the leftmost and the rightmost regions of Fig. 16),
the HGI optimization leads to all-SOI and all-TFET designs,
so the corresponding design area also converges with the
non-HGI cases. By quantifying the design area tradeoffs,
PROCEED shows that HGI designs receive few benefits in
this case because most of the area is consumed by the large
number of slow TFET gates.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed circuit-device co-evaluation framework2

accounts for circuit topology, adaptability, variability, and use
context using efficient Pareto optimization heuristic. Device
evaluation ignoring one or more crucial factors, such as
multiple supply and threshold voltages, power management,
logic depth, and variability, can give misleading results. For
instance, we find that including power management in our
evaluation can effectively double the usable operating range
for TFETs, and that choice of activity factor can dictate
whether TFETs are acceptable at all in a given application.
The metrics applied in PROCEED, including delay-power and
delay-area tradeoffs, enables a comprehensive comparison of
the benefits and shortcomings of various devices. In addition,
we demonstrate how PROCEED enables fast, realistic evalua-
tion of HGI using TFET and SOI technologies as an example.
These observations are made possible by PROCEED’s scope
and computational efficiency in studying several orders of
magnitude in possible device-circuit performance, and demon-
strate the capability and flexibility of our new methodology.
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